Student Research Symposium
Abstract Guidelines

Length: at least 100 words, but under 1500 characters with spaces

Format: A single paragraph that typically covers, in sequence:
1. Problem: what is the issue your project addresses? What is its purpose and/or hypotheses?
2. Method: what approaches, procedures, activities, or materials did you use?
3. Results: what were your findings or outcomes?
4. Conclusions: what are your findings’ main contributions or take-home points?
   What implications do they have for your area of work, or for society?

Each element usually takes 1-3 sentences.

Please peruse our previous SRS programs to find many examples of abstracts, spanning numerous academic disciplines.

Font Considerations: The online submission portal does not support font formatting (ex, underline, boldface, colors). However, it can support Unicode characters (ex, Greek letters or math symbols). To do so, write the abstract from a word processor that has Unicode characters, and then paste the abstract into the box below.